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you may have before Jordan Brand shoes for sale in July saw a Jordan SC-2 white / Blue / red color of the Olympic color products, at
the same time with the sale and today we see the black / White / yellow color is worthy of our attention, the color and our familiar
"TAXI" the color is very similar to black suede shoes material as base material, at the same time, black and white, golden color
leather decorative embellishment, black in the bottom window air cushion collocation golden and white rubber soles, and the shoe
body is consistent with the reproduction of the black / White / yellow color theme. Although this section was officially released on July,
the eBay on jbseller is now available for sale in advance. 
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2012-3-7 09:00 upload and download the attachment (229.54 KB) in the we are concerned about Air Jordan Retro 14 white / varsity
red retro colors at the same time, Jordan brand also recently announced the upcoming sale of a new color of the Air Jordan Retro 14
GS new version, this shoe body with white leather as main material. The toe joined the snakeskin texture of paint material, design
LOGO, shoe lining and trapeze toe in the bottom teeth on the image using Neptune blue color. Give people a refreshing feeling. At
the same time, Ferrari's heel shoes Jordan Shield logo and XIX logo also uses red embellishment, add a lot of highlights for shoes,
this Air Jordan Retro 14 GS white / red / Blue Neptune is expected to be fully on the monopoly in March 10th, love friends can not
miss it.
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